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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, we discuss a text visualization system, a tree drawing algorithm, a
spatial-temporal data visualization paradigm and a tennis match visualization system. Cor-
pus and corpus tools have become an important part of language teaching and learning. And
yet text visualization is rarely used in this area. We present Text X-Ray, a Web tool for
corpus-based language teaching and learning and the interactive text visualizations in Text
X-Ray allow users to quickly examine a corpus or corpora at different levels of details: arti-
cles, paragraphs, sentences, and words. Level-based tree drawing is a common algorithm that
produces intuitive and clear presentations of hierarchically structured information. However,
new applications often introduces new aesthetic requirements that call for new tree drawing
methods. We present an indented level-based tree drawing algorithm for visualizing parse
trees of English language. This algorithm displays a tree with an aspect ratio that fits the
aspect ratio of the newer computer displays, while presenting the words in a way that is
easy to read. We discuss the design of the algorithm and its application in text visualization
for linguistic analysis and language learning. A story is a chain of events. Each event has
multiple dimensions, including time, location, characters, actions, and context. Storyline
visualizations attempt to visually present the many dimensions of a story’s events and their
relationships. Integrating the temporal and spatial dimension in a single visualization view
is often desirable but highly challenging. One of the main reasons is that spatial data is
inherently 2D while temporal data is inherently 1D. We present a storyline visualization
technique that integrate both time and location information in a single view. Sports data
visualization can be a useful tool for analyzing or presenting sports data. We present a new
technique for visualizing tennis match data. It is designed as a supplement to online live
streaming or live blogging of tennis matches and can retrieve data directly from a tennis
match live blogging web site and display 2D interactive view of match statistics. Therefore,
it can be easily integrated with the current live blogging platforms used by many news orga-
nizations. The visualization addresses the limitations of the current live coverage of tennis
matches by providing a quick overview and also a great amount of details on demand.
INDEX WORDS: Text Visualization, Spatial-Temporal Data Visualization, Storytelling,
Storygraph, Tree Drawing Algorithm, Line Crossing, Tennis Match Vi-
sualization.
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1PART 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Data Visualization
1.1.1 What Is Data Visualization?
Data visualization refers to the techniques used to communicate data or information by
encoding it as visual objects contained in graphics. People always look for structure, features,
pattern, trends, anomalies and relationships in data, and data visualization supports this by
presenting data in various forms with differing interactions. Data visualization can provide
a qualitative overview of large and complex data sets, can summarize data, and can assist
in identifying regions of interest and appropriate parameters for more focused quantitive
analysis. On one hand, effective visualization helps users analyze and reason about data and
evidence. It makes complex data more accessible, understandable and usable. On the other
hand, data visualization can communicate information clearly and efficiently via statistical
graphics, plots and information graphics. Numerical data may be encoded using dots, lines,
or bars, to visually communicate a quantitative message.
Often, visualization is seen as a process of generating pretty pictures from the datasets.
This is a myth. Good data visualizations provide great insights on the data. A fitting
example of data visualization is John Snow’s dot distribution map of 1854 Broad Street
cholera outbreak. John Snow is an English physician who used dot distribution map to
show that cholera is spread by contaminated water instead of air. In 1954 there was a severe
outbreak of cholera that occurred near Broad Street in the Soho district of London, England.
The dominant miasma theory at that time believed the cholera was caused by pollution or a
noxious form of “bad air”. Since the germ theory was not established at this point, so people
was unaware of the mechanism by which the disease was transmitted. But Snow believe that
the spread of cholera was not due to breathing foul air. He creates a dot distribution map to
2Figure (1.1) Original map by John Snow showing the clusters of cholera cases in the London
epidemic of 1854. The pump is located at the intersection of Broad Street and Little Windmill
Street [1].
study the pattern of the cholera cases. The base map of John Snow’s dot distribution map
(Figure 1.1) is a simple road network, with few buildings named or depicted. Cholera deaths
are depicted along the road network in their correct locations by address, with quantities
measured by parallel tick marks stacked next to the road. With this dot distribution map,
Snow illustrated how cases of cholera were centered on the pump, and with a much more
elaborate investigation he found out the the cholera is spread by the contaminated water in
the pump.
Another important purpose of data visualization is to advocate and communicate ef-
fectively with a wide audience. For example, Florence Nightingale, who was a manager of
nurses in the Crimean War, discovered some revealing facts with the data she collected in
two years: the majority of solders were dying not because of wounds caused during the battle
3Figure (1.2) Nightingale Diagram showing the causes of mortality in the army in the Crimean
War. Blue represents deaths occasioned by diseases, red stands for the deaths due to wounds
and black for all other causes of death.
but due to infections inside the hospital, triggered by neglecting hygiene conditions. When
Florence Nightingale came back from the war and tried to show her findings and proposal,
however, she faced many difficulties and challenges. She finally manages to receive an au-
dition, but she needs to make her presentation concise but impactful. Florence Nightingale
then came up to the idea of what we know today as the Nightingale Diagram or Nightingale
Rose, a circular graph that shows the amount of deaths per cause throughout the months
(See Figure 1.2). As we can see, the picture is self-explanatory of the issue Nightingale
wanted to point out. The clarity of this diagram enabled her to convince the Authorities in
London of the necessity of a change in the sanitary conditions, as the diagram left no space
for misinterpretation.
The Naepolean’s march to Russia in the eighteenth century (Figure 1.3) by Minard is
another great example of data visualization and is considered one of ”the best statistical
drawings ever created” [3]. This visualization is impressive because of its ability to combine
all of dimensions: loss of life at a time and location, temperature, geography, historical
context, into one single graphic. It shows these various details without distracting text
4Figure (1.3) Naepolean’s march to Russia by Minard. The pale yellow polyline denotes the
advance march path towards Russia and the black polyline denotes the retreat path from
Russia. The width of the lines corresponds to the size of the army at that point. The bottom
line graph shows the temperature (inverse).
or labels as well. For example, It displays the points where Napoleon’s troops divide into
subgroups by breaking out the main bar into branches.
1.1.2 Visualization Types
According to [4], data visualization can be classified as the following categories and
Figure 1.4 shows some examples:
• 1-dimensional: linear data types include textual documents, program source code, and
alphabetical lists of names which are all organized in a sequential manner.
• 2-dimensional: planar or map data include geographic maps, floorplans, or newspaper
layouts. Examples include Cartogram, Choropleth and Dot Distribution Map.
• 3-dimensional: real-world objects such as molecules, the human body, and buildings
5have items with volume and some potentially complex relationship with other items.
Examples include 3D computer models, surface and volume rendering and computer
simulations
• Temporal: time lines are widely used and vital enough for medical records, project
management, or historical presentations to create a data type that is separate from
1-dimensional data. Examples include Connected Scatter Plot, Polar Area Diagram
and Time Series.
• Multidimensional: most relational and statistical databases are conveniently manipu-
lated as multidimensional data in which items with n attributes become points in a
n-dimensional space. Examples include Pie Chart, Histogram and Scatter Plot.
• Hierarchical: hierarchies or tree structures are collections of items with each item
having a link to one parent item (except the root). Examples include Dendrogram,
Ring Chart and Tree Diagram.
• Network: sometimes relationships among items cannot be conveniently captured with
a tree structure and it is useful to have items linked to an arbitrary number of other
items. Examples include Alluvial Diagram, Node-Link Diagram and Matrix.
1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation
1.2.1 Text X-Ray
A corpus is a large collection of texts. In general, corpora are not meant to be read,
but to be processed and analyzed by computer programs, which are called corpus tools. For
example, Google’s Ngram Viewer is a corpus tool that allows users to search the Google
Books corpus and visualizes the use of selected English words over many years. Corpus
tools have been developed for many areas such as biomedical research, linguistic research,
intelligence analysis, literature critic, marketing, etc.
6Figure (1.4) From top to bottom and left to right, dot distribution map (2-dimensional), con-
nected scatter plot (temporal), histogram (multidimensional), tree map (multidimensional),
bubble chart (multidimensional), radial tree (hierarchical), wedge stack graph (hierarchical),
matrix (network), tube map (network). [2]
7The value and effectiveness of corpus-based language learning and teaching have been
established in previous studies [5–7]. For example, teachers can guide students to use a
concordancer to study a corpus and build their knowledge about language use. Although
many corpus tools have been developed for studying English language, they were mostly
designed for linguistic research, not for language teaching and learning. For example, many
corpus tools are designed for specific corpora and don’t allow users to import their own
corpus. In addition, the user interfaces of many corpus tools are designed for language
specialists. Students and teachers often find them unhelpful in analyzing their own writings.
1.2.2 Tree Drawing Algorithm and Text Visualization
Tree drawing is one of the most researched areas in data visualization. They are widely
used in biology, business, chemistry, software engineering, artificial intelligence, Web site
design, data analysis, education, and social networks.
In graph theory, a tree is an undirected graph without simple cycles. A typical tree
consists of nodes and edges. Each node represents an entity. Each edge represents the
relationship between entities. A tree with a root node is called a rooted tree.
A tree drawing algorithm consists of a set of rules for placing the nodes and drawing the
edges. Some tree drawing rules are introduced to address the characteristics of the structure
of the data. Some tree drawing rules are aesthetic rules for the efficient use of space and
clarity of presentation. The most important aesthetics of tree drawings include area, aspect
ratio, subtree separation, closest leaf, and farthest leaf, etc. A new application may introduce
new aesthetic rules that lead to new tree drawing algorithms.
I am developing a text analysis and visualization program for linguistic studies and
language learning. One of the main features is the visualization of the parse tree for each
sentence. A parse tree is a rooted tree showing the syntactic structure of a sentence or
a string (Figure 1.5). Visualizing the parse trees can help researchers or students analyze
the structure of the sentence and its complexity. The typical drawing of a parse tree is a
top-down, level-based tree (Fig. 1.6). This type of drawing is intuitive and clear. But the
8drawback is that the aspect ratio of the tree does not fit the aspect ratio of newer computer
displays. The tree grows vertically. The height of the parse tree visualization is usually
larger than its width, particularly when the sentence is structurally sophisticated. However,
the standard aspect ratio of computer displays after 2012 is 16:9, with the width larger than
the height. With a dual monitor setup, the display is even wider. Therefore a traditional
parse tree visualization does not make optimal use of the screen space. When multiple parse
trees need to be displayed in a sequence, this problem becomes even more obvious.
Figure (1.5) The syntactic structure of the sentence “Emily show me a newly bought skirt
with a blue flower image on it.”
1.2.3 Spatio-temporal Storyline Visualization
A story is an account of related events, and each event can be seen as a multidimensional
data item. Storyline visualizations attempt to visually present the sequence of events and the
relationships among multiple dimensions of these events. Therefore storyline visualization is
a type of multidimensional data visualization.
Events in different stories may have different dimensions. But most events share some
common dimensions such as characters, time, location, and actions. Many other dimensions
can be added. For example, events can be classified into different types (such as topics or
themes). The description of an event can be classified into different sentiment types. An
event is often related to a set of other events, which form its context.
9Figure (1.6) The traditional level-based parsed tree of the sentence “Emily show me a newly
bought skirt with a blue flower image on it.”
The many existing storyline visualization techniques different in what dimensions they
choose to depict and how each dimension is visually presented. In this work, I focuses on
visualization techniques that try to integrate both time and location in one view. I call this
type of problem integrated spatial-temporal storyline visualization.
Integrating both time and location in one view is often desirable. It allows users to cor-
relate temporal and spatial information quickly. However, such integration has long present a
challenging problem. Existing spatial-temporal storyline visualizations can be classified into
four categories: map-based visualizations, timeline-based visualizations, unconventional, and
hybrid approaches. Map-based visualization designs center around a map. The location in-
formation is visualized on the map, while other dimensions such as time are displayed either
on top of the map in a 3D view or overlaid on the map in a 2D view. The timeline-based
visualizations center around a timeline chart. Time information is usually mapped to the
horizontal axis, while other dimensions such as location are encoded in the chart. Hybrid
approaches use both map-based and timeline-based visualizations in a synchronized multiple
view configuration.
Existing timeline-based methods maintain regular ordering for the temporal dimension
10
but have irregular ordering for the spatial dimension. On the other hand, existing map-based
methods maintain regular ordering for the spatial dimension but have irregular ordering for
the temporal dimension.
1.2.4 Tennis Match Visualization
Currently, important tennis matches are streamed online or broadcasted on TV. Many
news media also provide online live blogging on important matches (see [8]). There are
two limitations to this kind of live coverage. First, they provide a linear, one dimensional
narrative of the match. One knows what is happening now but it is difficult to find out
quickly what has happened before. For online streaming or TV broadcasting, it’s difficult
to go back in time to watch earlier points. In live blogging, readers can go back and read
comments on a previous game, but they have to page through many comments in between.
One cannot quickly jump to a particularly interesting point. Second, current live coverage
is not interactive. Users cannot get a quick answer to questions such as “How many Aces
has Roger Federer served?” or “How many backhand winners has Stan Wawrinka hit?”
1.3 Text X-Ray
To address this issue discussed above, I developed a corpus tool, Text X-Ray, that
helps teachers and students to analyze their own corpus and compare their own corpus with
other corpora. Text X-Ray consists of a natural language processing engine, a visualization
engine, a corpus analysis engine, corpus databases, and a visualization interface. The Web
based visual interface provides visualizations of a corpus at every levels of detail: articles,
paragraphs, sentences, and words. The goal of this tool is to make it easier for users to see
the structures, patterns, and relationships that are not easily recognized in plain English
text. This is why it is called Text X-Ray.
Comparing with other related corpus tools, Text X-Ray introduces a much more visual
approach to language teaching and learning. Traditional corpus tools provide statistical
analysis of the texts, which are useful but do not give the full picture. Text visualizations
11
can fill that gap. For example, two articles may have similar readability indices but quite
different writing styles. One article may use longer sentences but simpler words, while the
other one uses simpler sentences but more difficult words. Such differences are readily visible
in Text X-Ray’s visualizations.
Text X-Ray is also more user friendly and versatile. Linguistic researchers can use it to
analyze and compare articles in a corpus. Students can use it to compare their own writings
with a corpus. To help teachers use it in classroom settings, Text X-Ray also supports corpus
management and user management.
1.4 Tree Drawing Algorithm and Text Visualization
S VP NP
JJ only
NN skin
ADVP RB deep
. .
NP NNP Beauty
VBZ is
1
Figure (1.7) The visualization of a parsing tree for the sentence “Beauty is only skin deep.”.
Note that the words are displayed vertically and the sentence is hard to read.
To address the display issues in the application and many similar cases, it is more
desirable to display the parse tree horizontally with the root node on the left for the optimal
use of space. In addition, the leaf nodes (i.e. the words) should be placed in such a way
that they can still be read from left to right as a sentence. This becomes a new aesthetic
rule for tree drawing. Simply drawing a tree horizontally with a level-based algorithm is not
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Figure (1.8) The simple modification of level-based parsed tree of the sentence “Emily show
me a newly bought skirt with a blue flower image on it.”
user friendly because readers have to read the sentence vertically (see Figure 1.7). A simple
modification of the existing level-based tree algorithm to create an indented display of words
also does not work because line crossings make the tree difficult to read (see Figure 1.8).
To address this issue, I propose a new indented level-based tree drawing algorithm
that preserves the grammatical structure of the parse tree but also allows users to read the
sentence from left to right. The resulting tree visualization fits the aspect ratio of most
computer displays better than the traditional parse tree visualization. I also analyze the
time complexity of this algorithm and discuss the implementation of this algorithm using
JavaScript and d3.js.
1.5 Spatio-temporal Storyline Visualization
I presents a novel hybrid approach for integrated spatial-temporal storyline visualiza-
tion. My method include a timeline-based visualization and a synchronized map. The
timeline-based visualization is based on our previously published work but with significant
improvement. A major problem with timeline-based approach is the large number of line
crossovers. Here I present a new heuristic algorithm to reduce line crossings for my timeline-
based visualization technique. I also show that my timeline-based method maintains regular
ordering for both temporal and spatial dimensions.
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Through case studies, I further demonstrate that this hybrid approach is effective in
providing a comprehensive visualization of the multiple dimensions of a story. Particularly
notable is its effectiveness of depicting the context of events.
1.6 Tennis Match Visualization
Our visualization technique addresses these issues by presenting tennis match data in
a 2D interactive view. This Web based visualization provides a quick overview of match
progress, while allowing users to highlight different technical aspects of the game or read
comments by the broadcasting journalists or experts. Its concise form is particularly suitable
for mobile devices. The visualization can retrieve data directly from a tennis match live
blogging web site. Therefore it does not require extra data feeding mechanism and can be
easily integrated with the current live blogging platform used by many news media.
Designed as “visualization for the masses”, this visualization is concise and easy to
understand and yet can provide a great amount of details on demand. Because it is a 2D
view, users can quickly jump to an interesting point without paging or dragging slider bars.
Users can interact with the visualization by typing a question and see the technical data
being highlighted in the visualization. The visualization is designed primarily for general
public, but serious fans or tennis experts can also use this visualization for analyzing match
statistics.
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PART 2
RELATED WORK
2.1 Corpus Tools
The most popular corpus tools for linguistic studies include the BYU corpora [9],
AntConc, WordSmith, Sketch Engine, Sarah, Monoconc Pro, WMatrix, etc. [10]. There
are generally two types of corpus tools: (1) corpus tools developed for a particular corpus or
particular corpora; (2) corpus tools that can process different corpora. My tool, Text X-Ray,
belongs to the second category.
The main issue with the most existing corpus tools is that they are not designed for
language learning. In a recent review of corpus tools, Laurence Anthony [10], author of the
popular AntConc program [10], pointed out that the current corpus tools are ”... generally
researcher-centric in that they do not always lend themselves to easy use in the classroom
with learners.” He also points out that students ”need a corpus tool that gives them access
to a corpus in an easy and intuitive way. They also need a tool to show them results that
are immediately applicable to a given learning task ...”
A number of corpus tools, such as Compleat Lexical Tutor [11], AntConc [10], Word and
Phrase [12], have attempted to address this issue by making them more useful for teachers
and students. For example, Compleat Lexical Tutor [11], a Web based corpus tool, allows
users to enter their own texts or a corpus and then make a concordance for all the words in
the text. AntConc [10] also provides similar functions. Wordandphrase.info [12] allows users
to load their own texts and then highlight all of the medium and lower-frequency words,
based on selected corpora. This helps students focusing on learning the new, low frequency
words.
The main difference between Text X-Ray and the above corpus tools is the visualization
interface. The existing corpus tools display statistical analysis and highlight texts, but with
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limited user interactivity. Text X-Ray retains important functions found in most corpus
tools but provides a much more visual and interactive user experience. In particular, Text
X-Ray’s interactive sentence bar and parse tree visualization are new features that are not
seen in existing corpus tools.
Although many text visualization techniques have been developed [13], text visualization
is rarely used in linguistic research and education. Siirtola, et al. [14] pointed out that ”There
are very few exploratory visualization and analysis tools that are linguistically motivated ...,
and even fewer that allow rapid exploration of linguistic parameters.” I examined recent
surveys [13–15] on text visualization techniques and found only a few text visualization
techniques for linguistic research [14], and no comparable work on language learning and
teaching. This is an area that hasn’t been sufficiently explored, and my work is an attempt
to address this issue.
2.1.1 Characteristics of text visualization in language teaching and learning
Text visualization for language teaching and learning needs to meet particular require-
ments. These requirements are not unique to language teaching and learning, but they are
emphasized more in this area than in others.
• The texts should be displayed along side the visualizations. In many text visualiza-
tion techniques, the visualizations replace the texts. The original texts are often not
displayed in the interface. But in language teaching and learning, the texts need to be
examined at all times. Visualizations should support the examination of the original
text, not replacing it. Text visualizations should be linked and synchronized with the
text display.
• For language teaching and learning, highly innovative and abstract data visualiza-
tion should be introduced with great care. Because users often switch between the
original text and the visualizations, the form of the visualizations should be closer to
the conventional textual display for easier mental transition and connection. Some
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text visualization techniques are difficult to use because they require too much men-
tal adjustment from one form of display to another. Therefore the complexity and
abstractness of the visualization needs to be controlled.
2.2 Tree Drawing Algorithms
2.2.1 Level-Based Tree Drawing Algorithms
The level-based tree drawing (also called layered tree drawing) is the most popular tree
drawing algorithm. The five main aesthetic rules for level-based tree drawing include :
Aesthetic rule #1 : Nodes of a tree at the same height should lie along a straight line,
and the straight lines defining the levels should be parallel.
Aesthetic rule #2 : A left child should be positioned to the left of its ancestor and a
right child to the right.
Aesthetic rule #3 : A father should be centered over its children.
Aesthetic rule #4 : A tree and its mirror image should produce drawings that are
reflection of one another; moreover, a subtree should be drawn the same way regardless of
where it occurs in the tree.
Aesthetic rule #5 : Small, interior subtrees should be spaced out evenly among larger
subtrees. Small subtrees at the far left or far right should be adjacent to larger subtrees.
A tree drawing algorithm needs to calculate the position of each tree node in a way so
that the resulting tree is aesthetically pleasing and conserves space.
Knuth first published an algorithm for drawing binary trees [16]. In 1979, Wetherell
and Shannon [17] presented an O(n) algorithm that satisfies aesthetic rules #1–3 while
at the same time minimizes width. A similar algorithm was developed by Sweet [18]. In
1981, Reingold and Tilford [19] presented an algorithm that was inspired by the Wetherell
and Shannon algorithm and addressed its flaws by satisfying aesthetic rule #4. Then in
1990, Walker [20] presented an improved method that satisfies aesthetic rule #5 for trees
of unbounded degree. In 2002, Buchheim et al. [21] improved Walker’s algorithm so that
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drawing trees of unbounded degree can be run in O(n) instead of O(n2) in Walker’s algorithm.
For a recent survey on tree drawing algorithms, please refer to [22].
My proposed algorithm falls into the category of level-based tree drawing. In this
algorithm, I introduce a new aesthetic rule:
Aesthetic rule #6 : A tree should be draw from left to right, with the leaf nodes indented
in such a way that they can be read from left to right as a sentence.
2.2.2 Non-Layered Tree Drawing Algorithms
The level-based tree drawing algorithms assume that nodes in the tree have uniform
size. However, in many practical applications, these tree nodes may have varying sizes. Non-
layered tree drawing algorithms are therefore designed to generate a more vertically compact
drawing which places child nodes at a fixed distance from the parent nodes. Miyadera et
al. present an O(n2) algorithm [23] for non-layered trees that horizontally positions parent
nodes at a fixed offset from their first child, instead of centering above the children. Many
other algorithms, such as Bloesch algorithm [24], Stein and Benteler algorithm [25] and Li
and Huang algorithm [26], Marriot et al. algorithm [27] and Ploeg algorithm [28], employ
the similar idea. After preprocessing such as discretizing, they run the extended Reingold
and Tilford algorithm [19] to draw the non-layered trees.
2.3 Storyline Visualization Techniques
Many storyline visualization (or narrative visualization) techniques have been proposed
[29, 30]. It’s useful to classify them for clarity and comparison. Segel and Heer [29] pro-
posed an excellent high level classification of storyline visualizations. But I am interested
in how temporal and spatial dimensions are handled in these visualization, particularly how
to integrate the temporal and spatial dimensions in a single visualization view. Storyline
visualizations that do not deal with either time or location, such as Zhao, et al. [31], are not
reviewed in this paper. Here I propose a lower level classification of storyline visualizations
based on how temporal and spatial dimensions are handled.
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The temporal dimension is very important for storyline visualization. Therefore most
storyline visualizations include a temporal dimension. But some storyline visualizations do
not need a spatial dimension [32–36].
For visualization techniques that depict both temporal and spatial dimensions, I fur-
ther divide them into two categories: separated temporal and spatial views and integrated
temporal and spatial views. For example, Zhu and Chen [37] show temporal dimension in a
timeline and locations in a separate but synchronized table view. However, the majority of
the papers I reviewed fall into the second category.
2.3.1 Integrated temporal and spatial views
Integrate temporal and spatial dimension in a single view is very desirable but difficult to
achieve. The main reason is that spatial dimension is inherently 2D while temporal dimension
is inherently 1D. The existing methods can be classified into four categories: map-based
methods, timeline-based methods, hybrid methods, and unconventional methods.
Map-based methods can be further divided into two categories: 2D map-based methods,
and 3D map-based methods. In 2D map based methods, the main challenge is how to show
temporal information on a 2D map. Liu [38] draw timeline as a circle around the map. The
temporal information is not directly overlaid on the map but instead linked through color
coding. Sun, et al. [39] and Liu, et al. [40] experimented with different ways of overlaying
temporal data on a 2D map: text label, visual symbol, color coding, and animation. In
particular, they noted the difficulty of encoding timeline directions on a 2D map.
A major problem with 2D map-based methods is that the ordering of the temporal
dimension is often broken. In their classification of storyline visualization techniques, Segel
and Heer [29] identified three dimensions of the narrative structure tactics: ordering, inter-
activity, and messaging. Based on that, I further propose the concept of regular ordering
and irregular ordering of temporal and spatial data. If the order and pace of temporal data
is maintained, then I say the visualization has regular ordering for temporal data. If the
geographical relationships of the spatial data is maintained, then I say the visualization has
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regular ordering for spatial data. In 2D map-based methods, the spatial data has regular
ordering but the temporal data has irregular ordering. For example, events that happen at
the same time are not grouped together and they are difficult to be identified quickly. For
example, it’s difficult to clearly differentiate multiple events that happen at the same loca-
tion but at different times. It’s also difficult to show the speed of movements on a 2D map.
The event sequences are only maintained locally but not globally. It’s difficult to compare
the sequence of events on two locations that are not close. Bak, et al. [41] attempted to
solve this problem by visualizing time as a circle around a location. This deals with event
overlapping problem but the sequence of events are not maintained. It’s also not well suited
for dense data sets. This is why I say in 2D map-based methods, the temporal data has
irregular ordering.
3D map-based methods attempt to solve these issues by drawing timelines above a map.
For example, Gatalsky, et al. [42], Andrienko, et al. [43], and Kapler, et al. [44] use 3D maps
to integrate spatial and temporal data in one view. With 3D map, both spatial and temporal
data have regular ordering. However, 3D view has its own drawbacks [45]. One of the main
problems is occlusion. It’s also difficult to perceive distance or height precisely in 3D views.
Users need to see objects from multiple angles simultaneously to have a clear sense of their
distances.
Timeline-based methods center around a timeline. Location information needs to be
encoded in this chart. In Munroe’s hand drawn storyline visualization [46], locations are
marked by the distance between lines at each timeframe. Crnovrsanin, et al. [47] adopted
a similar approach: location is mapped to distances between entities or certain locations.
Tanahashi and Ma [48] and Tanahashi, et al. [49] use a closed contour surrounding the events
to depict location. Liu, et al. [50] improved on Tanahashi and Ma’s [48]approach by handling
location hierarchy with nested contours. The same location may be represented by multiple
contours on the chart and they are linked by the same color coding. Both methods require
substantial data preparation.
Timeline-based methods have regular ordering for temporal dimension but irregular
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ordering for spatial dimension. For example, the same location may appear multiple times
in different places on a timeline-based visualization. The 2D location data is depicted in 2D
shapes but locations of these 2D shapes have no relevance to the location information they
depict. Instead, the location proximity is depicted in color. This is likely to cause some
confusion. In some visualizations, only the distance between locations are depicted, not the
geographical location itself. In other words, the 2D location information is reduced to 1D.
Another potential problem in timeline-based approach is excessive line crossovers [48].
Tanashida and Ma [48] proposed a number of design principles for storyline visualization
and one of them is to minimize line crossovers.
The flaws in both map-based visualizations and timeline-based visualizations show the
difficulty of integrating temporal and spatial information in one view.
Unconventional methods depict temporal and spatial data in more abstract and unfa-
miliar ways. For example, Cao, et al. [51] proposed a circular layout. Timeline is presented
as nested rings. Locations are circles on the rings. The distance between circles reflect the
distance between their locations.
Many visualizations may be classified as hybrid methods with synchronized timeline-
based and map-based views. For example, Crnovrsanin, et al. [47], Chu, et al. [52], and
Wang and Yuan [53] are hybrid methods.
My method is an attempt to address some of the issues in timeline-based approaches
discussed above. My method is a hybrid method with a timeline-based visualization and a
synchronized map view. The map view only show the location data without temporal infor-
mation. My timeline-based visualization is different from previous timeline-based methods
because my method maintains both regular ordering for temporal dimension and spatial di-
mension. In addition, I address the problem of excessive line crossovers by proposing a new
heuristic method for reducing line crossings.
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2.4 Tennis Match Visualization
We first give a general overview of sports data visualization [54] and then focus on tennis
data visualization.
Sports data visualizations can be classified based on multiple parameters: data, visual-
ization techniques, target audience, and domain.
Sports data can be roughly divided into three categories: on-court performance data,
game statistics, and off-court statistics. On-court performance data are often collected by
sensors or advanced imaging techniques. For example, the Hawk-Eye systems can provide
tennis player’s location, speed, ball speed, ball trajectory, etc. Special sensors put on rac-
quets can record racquet speed. News media sometimes visualize performance data (e.g.
player position and movement) and superimpose them on live images. In general, on-court
performance data are not freely available.
Game statistics are compiled by human and often freely available [55]. They include
scores, number of errors, number of aces, number of double faults, number of forehand or
backhand winners, etc. Off-court statistics [56] may including player’s ranking, age, height,
weight, number of titles won, salary, prize money earned, etc.
2.4.1 Visualization techniques
The visualization techniques are generally chosen based on data types. On-court per-
formance data are often displayed as markers, heatmaps [57–59], or trajectory lines super-
imposed on a court image [60]. Game statistics and off-court statics are displayed in a wide
variety of visualizations [61–65].
2.4.2 Target audience
Sports data visualizations often target three types of audiences: experts, serious fans,
and general public. For experts, the goal of data visualization is to help their data analysis.
Therefore the visualizations tend to display more technical details gathered from on-court
performance data, with high data density and interactions. For serious fans, the data visu-
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alizations often serve dual purposes. On one hand, they are used for casual analysis. On
the other hand, they are treated as a type of visual art. For example, many data visualiza-
tions are designed to be posters or infographic [66]. This type of visualizations often feature
colorful, complicated, and creative visual forms. For general public, the goal of sports data
visualization design is to provide quick overview as well as easy interaction. The visual forms
should be simple and clean, with details on demand.
The visualization techniques proposed in this paper is based on game statistics. The
visualization features a series of mini-timelines arranged on horizontal bars. The target
audiences are general public and serious fans.
Because different sports have different rules and different data properties, it is often
difficult to compare visualizations across different sports. In this review, we focus on related
work in tennis data visualization. Polk, et al. [67] developed a tennis match data visualization
system called TenniVis. Both TenniVis and our visualization focus on presenting game
statistics. But there are two main differences. First, the data in TenniVis needed to be
collected by human, while the data in our visualization are retrieved automatically from
a tennis match live blogging Web site. This means TenniVis is suitable for post-match
analysis but not for live coverage. Second, TenniVis is designed for expert analysis. With
glyph based graphs, it displays many technical details in a complex visualization design.
Our visualization is designed for general public. It features a simpler design of basic match
statistics. In addition, our visualization is web based program, while TenniVis is a standalone
toolkit.
Saunder’s tennis visualizations [60] mostly deal with on-court performance data. With
access to Hawk-Eye data, he superimposes data visualizations on a tennis court image in
both 2D and 3D. He has also designed a game tree visualization of Nadal’s game statistics
in 2013. Saunder’s main target audiences are experts. But his work is also featured in a
documentary film and news media. In the latter case, the data visualizations are used as
infographics. Our work is quite different from Saunder’s work because we focus on game
statistics rather than on-court performance data.
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In summary, existing tennis data visualizations focus on post-match analysis for expert
users. The main contribution of our work is its focus on automatic data collection and live
match data visualization.
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PART 3
TEXT X-RAY: AN INTERACTIVE TEXT VISUALIZATION TOOL
3.1 Overview
Text X-Ray [68] is an online interactive text visualization system that can accept user-
uploaded corpora, processing them, and display them in both textual and visual forms. It
contains a server-side subsystem and a browser-side subsystem. The server-side subsystem
is designed to handle natural language processing that requires intense computation. It
contains seven components:
• Web Server
• Natural Language Processing (NLP) Engine
• Corpus Analysis Engine
• Corpus Cache
• Corpus Management System
• Corpus Database
• Corpus API
The browser-side subsystem consists of Visualization Engine and Visualization Interface,
which provides user interactions and data visualizations. The server-side and browser-side
subsystems communicate via HTTP request/respond messages.
Figure 3.1 shows the main components and the workflow in Text X-Ray. On the server
side, there are three major pipelines. The first pipeline is for processing corpora. Once
corpus processing requests are received, Web Server will check whether the requests have
been processed before. If yes, then the requests will be sent to Corpus Cache, which will send
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Figure (3.1) Workflow in Text X-Ray
the processed corpus data back to the browser. Otherwise, NLP Engine takes the requests
and retrieves the requested corpus from the Corpus Database, and parses it. The results are
delivered to Corpus Analysis Engine for further text analysis. Finally the processed corpus is
cached in Corpus Cache and also sent back to the browser. The second pipeline is designed to
allow corpus management. After receiving requests from Web Browser, Corpus Management
System performs Add/Modify operations on Corpus Database. The third pipeline provides
API for corpus based computation. Corpus API contains a set of functions that manage
Corpus Database.
A requested corpus with plain text is processed in the server-side subsystem, transformed
into a hierarchical object and sent to the browser-side subsystem. The hierarchical object
not only retains the original full-text information, but also maintains identifiable information
for paragraphs and sentences. Associated statistics for separate paragraphs and sentences,
and sentence parsed trees are also contained in the hierarchical objects.
On the browser side, users can choose a corpus and explore the articles in that corpus.
Visualization Engine will load the entire processed data for a specific corpus from the server
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side before users can interact with Text X-Ray. Such design is to guarantee that the user
interaction is smooth and not affected by network transmission. Once corpus data is loaded,
Visualization Engine constructs data visualization and is ready to respond to user inputs
from Visualization Interface.
The server-side subsystem is written using Java servlet with Stanford Natural Language
Parser [69] and Google Gson libraries. The browser-side subsystem is developed with jQuery
UI [70] and D3 [71] library.
3.2 Natural Language Processing (NLP) Engine
The NLP Engine is built on top of Stanford Natural Language Parser [69]. The Stanford
Parser is a probabilistic parser that uses the knowledge from human parsed sentences to
analyze the structure of new sentences. The Stanford Parser provides Java APIs that can
analyze and construct the grammatical structure of sentences. In Text X-Ray, I use the
Stanford Parser to construct a grammar tree for each sentence. I also use Stanford Parser as a
Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger. The POS tags are stored in the grammar trees. The grammar
trees are stored in an internal data structure. The text analysis and text visualization,
particularly the sentence tree visualization, are based on these grammar trees.
For each article in a corpus, Text X-Ray extracts paragraphs and then divide it into
sentences. It then uses Stanford Parser to process each sentence and construct a grammar
tree. These grammar trees are forwarded to Corpus Analysis Engine.
The main concern in developing the NLP engine is the speed of parsing. Natural
language processing is quite time consuming, especially for a large corpus consisting of
thousands of sentences. To speed up the NLP engine, I have developed a multi-threading
NLP engine using the Java executor framework. The NLP engine set up a thread pool with
configurable number of threads in it. Then sentences are evenly distributed to the thread for
processing. When done, the parsed sentences are collected and reorganized in the original
order. On a 1.9 GHz quad-core processor, the engine can process an 8,000-word New Yorker
article in about 5 seconds.
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3.3 Corpus Analysis Engine
Corpus Analysis Engine has two primary functionalities. The first one is to compute
linguistic statistics of the corpora. It contains a collection of functions that implement
various linguistic analysis algorithms. Currently implemented functions include:
• Identify thirty-one Part-Of-Speech (POS) items such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.
• Identify long words
• Identify long sentences
• Calculate readability indices
• Calculate lexical density
• Calculate word frequency
The second functionality of the corpus analysis engine is to prepare corpora for text
visualization. Texts in corpora do not provide enough information for text visualizations.
Visualization Engine needs to be able to identify paragraphs, sentences and words in corpora,
and obtain information such as the length of a sentence or the POS tag of a word in order
to visualize them. The solution in Corpus Analysis Engine is to transform a corpus into a
hierarchical data structure of article objects, paragraph objects, sentence objects, and word
objects, making the navigation of these objects efficient.
3.4 Visualization Engine and Visualization Interface
Visualization Engine and Visualization Interface constitute a standalone browser appli-
cation. Visualization Interface is responsible for text visualization and user interaction while
Visualization Engine controls the work flow and maintains visual system status.
Text X-Ray is divided into multiple panels: text panel, visualization panel, linguistic
analysis panel, and control panels (Fig. 3.2). The text panel displays the currently selected
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Figure (3.2) Overview of Visualization Interface
article. The visualization panel, always parallel to the text panel, enable users to analyze
the texts in five levels of detail: corpus, articles, paragraphs, sentences, and words. The
linguistic analysis panel shows the output of linguistic analysis of the corpus or an article,
such as readability indices, lexical density, etc. The control panel allows users to adjust the
visualization settings and manage corpora or users.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the text panel and visualization panel are dis-
played next to each other so that users can easily switch between reading visualization and
reading the original text. The text and text visualization are also linked. For example, click-
ing on a sentence bar or a word block in the text visualization, the corresponding sentence
or word is highlighted in the text window.
The corpus view allows users to have an overview of multiple articles in a corpus. Users
can visually compare different articles for the length of the article and the length of the
paragraphs. The paragraphs are visualized as horizontal bars.
The sentence bars, word blocks, and sentence trees (discussed below) give users a new
way of analyzing the reading complexity of an article. Traditionally the complexity of an
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article (or reading difficulty) is measured and presented in various readability index numbers
or lexical density number. (These index numbers are presented in the linguistic analysis
panel.) Reading difficulty is usually calculated by counting long sentences, low frequency
words, and complex sentence. But a single readability index does not convey enough infor-
mation. For example, two articles may have similar readability indices but one article may
have some very difficult paragraphs and some easy paragraphs, while the other article may
have a more evenly distributed reading difficulty. A readability index may not distinguish
these two articles, but my text visualization will. With my text visualizations a user (or
author) can quickly see that certain parts of an article are more complex than other parts.
Figure (3.3) A sentence tree
My sentence tree visualizations (Fig. 3.3) show the grammatical structure of the sen-
tences as parsed by the Stanford Parser. This visualization addresses a major weakness in the
traditional reading difficulty analysis. In a plain English text, the grammatical complexity
of the sentences cannot be quickly identified. Traditional readability indices only measure
the complexity of a sentence by its length, not by its syntactic structure. The sentence
tree visualizations makes it much easier for viewers to see and compare the structure of the
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sentence and its complexity. I also add color coding to the sentence tree visualization. By
color coding words (i.e. leaf nodes) by their frequency or syllable count, the sentence tree
visualization can show sentence length, sentence structure, and word difficulty in one view.
To the best of my knowledge, none of the existing readability measures can achieve this.
The sentence tree visualization is implemented using my own Indented Level-base Tree
drawing algorithm [72], which is based on a classic tree drawing algorithm [19] and imple-
mented using d3.js and jQuery. The conventional way of drawing a grammar tree is to draw
it vertically, with the root on top. In my Indented Level-base Tree drawing algorithm [72],
the grammar tree is drawn horizontally from left to right. There are two benefits of draw-
ing the tree horizontally. First, we read English texts horizontally from left to right. It’s
mentally easier for readers to switch between reading the text and reading the grammar tree
that is displayed horizontally. Second, a horizontal sentence grammar tree fits the wide 16:9
aspect ratio of current computer displays. In my program, viewers can choose to use the tra-
ditional, vertical level-based tree drawing algorithm or my horizontal, indented level-based
tree drawing algorithm.
The sentence tree visualization is highly interactive. Users can expand or fold any node
on the tree and the tree will be automatically re-drawn. This allows users to simplify certain
part of the grammar tree and focus on the other parts, thus working on multiple levels of
detail. This kind of interactive grammar tree visualization is an innovation in text analysis
and is not found in any existing corpus tool.
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PART 4
AN INDENTED LEVEL-BASED TREE DRAWING ALGORITHM
4.1 Defining Indented Level-Based Tree Drawing Problem
The indented level-based tree drawing (see Fig. 4.1 for example) algorithm has the
following properties:
1. A left child and a right child should be positioned on the right of their parent node.
2. The root node is the leftmost node of the tree. The tree is displayed horizontally.
3. The horizontal coordinates of the leaf nodes should be indented in such a way that,
starting with the top leaf node, the leaf nodes are sorted horizontally from left to right.
In other words, the leaf nodes can be read from left to right as a sentence.
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Figure (4.1) An example of the indented tree drawing. The leaf nodes are sorted from left
to right horizontally.
The indented tree drawing, due to its third property, will first sort leaf nodes horizontally
from left to right, and then vertically from top to bottom. Therefore the tree drawing problem
is then reformulated as follows: given an input tree structure, calculate the horizontal and
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vertical coordinates for each node of the tree so that the drawing is compact and satisfies
the properties as listed above.
4.2 Reingold and Tilford Algorithm
Reingold and Tilford Algorithm is one of the most important and influential algorithms
in the area of tree drawings, and serves as the basis for my tree drawing algorithm. In this
section, I discuss its basic ideas and the major challenges it has addressed.
Reingold and Tilford Algorithm is inspired by Wetherell and Shannon algorithm [17].
Wetherell and Shannon algorithm assigns equivalent vertical coordinates to nodes at the
same level, and keeps track of the next leftmost available horizontal positions on each level
when positioning nodes in an attempt to keep the width of the tree minimal. It works well in
many cases, but can cause unpleasing result in some cases as the width between two sibling
nodes is unnecessarily expanded. Reingold and Tilford proposed a new aesthetic (Aesthetic
rule #4), stating that a subtree should be drawn the same way regardless of where it occurs
in the tree. They designed a new algorithm to incorporate this new aesthetic. Instead
of statically assigning the leftmost available position to nodes, the algorithm recursively
computes the horizontal coordinates of the nodes and dynamically adjusts their positions.
The brief description of the algorithm is as follows:
Two tree traversals are used to produce the final horizontal coordinates of nodes while
their vertical coordinates can be pre-determined with their levels. The first post-order traver-
sal assign the preliminary horizontal coordinates and modifier fields for each node. The sec-
ond pre-order traversal compute the final horizontal coordinates for each node by summing
its preliminary horizontal coordinates and modifier fields of all of its ancestors. In the post-
order tree traversal, starting from leaf nodes (the smallest subtrees), smaller subtrees are
positioned from left to right, and are combined with their parents to form greater subtrees.
Parent nodes are placed in the center of their children. This process continues recursively
until the root is reached.
The vital part of the algorithm is how to position sibling subtrees. For a given node, its
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Figure (4.2) Position subtree E on the right of subtree B. A traversal of right contour of
subtree B and left contour of subtree E is needed to compute the proper distance to separate
subtree B and subtree E.
subtrees are positioned one by one, from left to right. When positioning a new child subtree,
the subtree is shifted right until the pre-defined distance between the new subtree and its
left sibling subtree (or sub-forest) is reached. The process starts at the level of subtree root.
The subtree is pushed towards right so that the roots of the subtree and its sibling subtree
are separated by the sibling separation value. At the next lower level, the subtree is pushed
towards right again if the leftmost node of the subtree and the rightmost node of its sibling
subtree at that level is not separated by the subtree separation value. The process continues
until the bottom of the shorted subtree is reached. The shifting distance of the subtree is
stored in the modifier field of the subtree root. In order to run the above steps in O(n),
Reingold and Tilford introduced the concept of “contours”. The left (right) contour of a
subtree is defined as the sequence of leftmost (rightmost) nodes at each level in the subtree.
A linked list data structure is used to maintain the contour. I demonstrate these concepts
with an example in Fig. 4.2. For simplicity, I refer subtree A as the subtree rooted at node
A. Subtree A consists of subtree B and subtree E. The left contour of subtree B contains
node B and node C and its right contour contain node B and node D. Likewise, Nodes E,
F, H and nodes E, G, J compose the left and right contour of the subtree E, respectively.
When positioning subtree E, node pairs (B, E) and (D, F) are examined at different level,
and subtree E will be shifted accordingly to maintain the pre-defined distance between nodes
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in node pairs.
The construction of contours is recursively performed while positioning subtrees. The
parent subtree can form its left/right contour by linking its root and the left/right contour
of its child subtrees. For example, the left contour of subtree A contain node A, the left
contour of subtree B, and node H which is on the left contour of subtree E.
The second tree traversal, a preorder traversal, determines the final horizontal coordi-
nates for nodes. It starts at the root of the tree, summing each node’s preliminary horizontal
coordinate value with the combined sum of the modifier fields of its ancestors.
4.3 Indented Tree Drawing Algorithm
My tree drawing algorithm is based on Reingold and Tilford algorithm [19] but with
significant change, mainly because of the third property listed in Section 4.1. Namely the
leaf nodes need to be sorted horizontally. This property is in conflict with the Aesthetic
rule #1 in the Reingold and Tilford algorithm. The underlying assumption in Reingold and
Tilford algorithm is that the vertical coordinates of each node is determined by its level. In
my case, this is no longer valid. Therefore, my algorithm needs to compute both horizontal
and vertical coordinates recursively.
Here I still use a vertical tree for easier explanation. In the implementation, the tree is
draw horizontally.
The algorithm requires three traversals of a tree. The first traversal is described in
firstWalk procedure (See Algorithm 1). Starting from the leaves that I consider the minimal
subtrees till the root of the whole tree, the algorithm recursively computes and stores the
relative positions of the subtree root relative to their children (if they have any) and the
relative positions of the subtrees relative to their sibling subtrees, respectively. The second
tree traversal aggregates these relative positions, and compute the final position for each
node. This process is described in secondWalk procedure (See Algorithm 2). The last tree
traversal redistributes the vertical positions of nodes in order to make it look more pleasant
while still maintaining the properties of the indented tree drawing (See Algorithm 3).
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Algorithm 1 firstWalk procedure
1: procedure firstWalk(TreeNode v)
2: TreeNode w . v’s left sibling
3: List<TreeNode> nodes . child of v
4: int mid . center of child
5: int len ← nodes.length
. Line 6-11 horizontal coordinates
6: if v is a non-leaf node then
7: mid=(nodes[0].prelimX+nodes[len-1].prelimX)/2
8: v.prelimX = mid;
9: else if w exists then
10: v.prelimX=w.prelimX+SS . SS: const
11: end if
. Line 12-19 vertical coordinates
12: if v is a non-leaf node then
13: v.prelimY=nodeY .prelimY+nodeY .modY-DIST;
. DIST: const
. nodeY is v’s child with the smallest vertical coordinates
14: if w exists then
15: v.modY=w.modY+DIST*w.l;
. w.l denotes the number of its offspring leaves
16: end if
17: else if w exists then
18: v.prelimY=w.prelimY+DIST;
19: end if
20: if w exists then
21: Positioning v on the right of w
22: end if
23: end procedure
Like other positioning algorithms, my algorithm also uses two separate fields for the
positioning of tree nodes. For a non-leaf leave, the prelimX or prelimY field of the node
denotes its relative horizontal or vertical position to its children while the modX or modY
field denotes the relative horizontal or vertical position that the subtree root node is from its
sibling subtree. The position value in the modX or modY field of a node is assigned based
on the entire subtree rooted at the node, and will be applied to all of its offspring nodes
when calculating their final coordinates. For a leaf node, only the prelimX or prelimY is
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Algorithm 2 secondWalk procedure
1: procedure secondWalk(TreeNode v)
2: v.modX += v.parent.modX;
3: v.x = v.prelimX + v.modX;
. Line 2-3 Compute final horizontal coordinates
4: v.modY += v.parent.modY;
5: v.y = v.prelimY + v.modY;
. Line 4-5 Compute final vertical coordinates
6: end procedure
needed to denote its relative horizontal or vertical position to its leftmost siblings. I assume
in this paper that the coordinate system has its original point at the top-left corner. That
is, if the height of a node is greater than that of another node, then the node has a smaller
vertical coordinate.
In order to decrease the complexity of computation, the algorithm is designed to decou-
ple the horizontal and vertical positioning of nodes. There are three major steps that will
change the positions of the nodes. The first one is the initial assignment of both horizontal
and vertical positions to nodes in accordance to the rules in the first tree traversal. The
next step is the subtree positioning, which adjusts the horizontal positions of nodes. The
third step is the node redistribution step in the third tree traversal, which tunes the vertical
positions of nodes. I discuss these three steps in more details in the coming sub-sections.
4.3.1 Assigning initial positions to nodes
I have defined rules for the assignment of horizontal and vertical positions. For hori-
zontal positioning, the rules state that (1) if a node is a non-leaf node, then place it in the
center of its children; (2) if a node is a leaf with no sibling, assign 0 to prelimX field. (3) if a
node is a leaf with a left sibling, then place it to the right of its left sibling at a pre-defined
distance. The pseudo codes for these rules are listed in line 6-11 in Algorithm 1.
The rules for assigning vertical positions to nodes are more complicated:
Rule 1 : If a node is a leaf with no left sibling, assigns 0 to its prelimY field.
Rule 2 : If a node is a leaf with a left sibling, in order to satisfy the third property of
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indented tree drawings, the algorithm assigns w.prelimY+DIST to the node’s prelimY field
where w is the node’s left sibling and DIST is the pre-defined distance.
Rule 3 : If a node is a non-leaf node with no left sibling, in order to guarantee that a
node is higher than any of its children, the algorithm assigns nodeY .prelimY+nodeY .modY-
DIST to the node’s prelimY field where nodeY is the child which has the greatest height.
Rule 4 : If a node is a non-leaf node with left siblings, not only should this node be higher
than any of its children, but the entire subtree rooted on this node is also moved upwards
by DIST*w.l where w.l represents the number of leaf node in its sibling subtrees. This is so
because in order to satisfy the third property of indented tree drawings, the leftmost leaf of
the current subtree should be DIST*w.l higher than the leftmost leaf of its sibling subtree.
The pseudo codes for the above rules are listed in line 12-19 in Algorithm 1.
4.3.2 Positioning subtrees
The horizontal positioning discussed above only calculates the relative position of a node
to its siblings or children. The task of positioning subtree aims at computing the relative
position of the current subtree to its sibling subtree (Line 21 in Algorithm 1). Positioning
a subtree on the right of its sibling subtree in the level-based tree drawing is a complicated
process since the algorithm has to travel the sequence of right-most nodes in the left subtree
and the sequence of leftmost nodes in the right subtree in order to determine the minimal
shifting distance that can separate two subtrees at a pre-defined distance. (I have discussed
this process in Section 4.2.) However, positioning subtrees in my tree drawing algorithm is
greatly simplified and can be achieved in O(1) time.
For a given subtree, I argue that its leftmost node is its leftmost leaf. The proof is as
follows: Assume the above statement is not correct. In other words, the leftmost node of
a subtree is a non-leaf node. Since this is a non-leaf node, its offsprings contain at least
one leaf node, and according to the second property of my tree drawing algorithm it is
centered among its children. If the non-leaf node has only one leaf node, then it has the
same horizontal coordinates as its leaf node. This can prove that the leftmost of a subtree
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is a leaf node. Otherwise, it must have a leaf node that is positioned on its left. This is a
contradiction. So I prove that for any given subtree, its leftmost node is its leftmost leaf.
With similar method, I can also prove that a subtree’s rightmost node is its rightmost leaf.
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Figure (4.3) Node D is the rightmost node in subtree B. Node H is the leftmost node in
subtree E. The task of positioning subtree E is equivalent to separating Node D and Node
H horizontally at a distance of SS (a pre-defined constant).
This property makes the task of positioning subtrees quite simple. Traveling the left-
/right contour of right/left subtrees is unnecessary because if the rightmost leaf in the left
subtree and the leftmost leaf in the right subtree are properly separated, then other nodes
in these two subtrees will be well separated. In Fig. 4.3, for example, if node D and node
H are well separated, then nodes within subtree B and nodes within subtree E are also well
separated. The distance that a subtree is moved is equivalent to the distance that the sub-
tree’s leftmost leaf is moved so that the leaf is properly separated from the rightmost leaf of
its left sibling subtree.
4.3.3 Redistributing nodes
In my algorithm, left sibling subtrees are gradually lifted up in order to line up the leaf
nodes from left to right. In most cases this would not cause problems. However, in some
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cases where the left subtree contains many more nodes than the right subtree, the resulting
tree drawing may look less pleasant since nodes within the right subtree are not vertically
distributed evenly. In Fig. 4.4, the tree drawing on the left does not look good as node A
and node C is unnecessarily distant. The tree drawing on the right looks more pleasant after
node C is repositioned between node A and node D.
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Figure (4.4) The left tree drawing is less pleasant. The right tree drawing is more pleasant
after node C is repositioned.
The task of node redistribution is to carry out another tree traversal and redistribute
the vertical positions of nodes recursively so that the nodes within subtrees are vertically
more evenly distributed.
To implement the node redistribution, the algorithm requires another pre-order tree
traversal. For any visited node, the algorithm recalculates the vertical coordinate for each
of its children. The calculation is based on the idea that nodes at different levels within the
visited node’s subtree should be vertically and evenly positioned between the visited node
and the leaf. As described in Algorithm 3, the thirdWalk procedure computes the allocatable
space between the node and its child, evenly splitting the space among different levels of the
subtree rooted on the child. It then determines the new vertical coordinate of the child node.
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Algorithm 3 thirdWalk procedure
1: procedure thirdWalk(TreeNode v)
2: for each child u of v do
3: spots ← (u.y-v.y)/DIST-1;
. spots: # of vertical positions between v and u.
4: level ← u.level
. for a leaf node, its level is 1
. for a non-leaf node, its level is 1 plus the max of its child’s level
5: ave ← spots/level
. ave: # of vertical positions u will be pulled toward its parent.
6: u.y ← u.y-ave*DIST
7: end for
8: end procedure
4.4 Algorithm Analysis
My algorithm is composed of three tree traversals. In the first post-order tree traversal,
for each node, the initial assignment of coordinates takes O(1) time, and the associated
subtree positioning takes O(1) time. So the total time complexity for the first tree traversal
is O(n). The second pre-order tree traversal takes constant time for each node to sum
up the coordinates of its parent node. Therefore, its total time complexity is O(n). The
time complexity of the last tree pre-order tree traversal is also O(n). I conclude the time
complexity for the algorithm is O(n).
4.5 Implementation and Usage
I have implemented the indented level-based tree drawing algorithm in JavaScript and
integrated it into D3.js [73], a popular JavaScript library for data visualization. The Layouts
package in D3.js library provides efficient implementation of layout algorithms for various
structures including the classic level-based tree. It also offers helper functions to facilitate
the implementation of new layout algorithms.
Based on D3.js, I have added new APIs for quick construction of the indented tree
drawing. I explain some of the APIs in Table 4.1:
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Figure (4.5) The indented level-based parsed tree of the sentence “Emily show me a newly
bought skirt with a blue flower image on it.”
API s Description
d3.layout.indentedtree Creates a new indented tree layout.
indentedtree.size Sets the available layout size.
indentedtree.sort Sets the sort order of sibling nodes.
indentedtree.separation Sets separation between nodes.
indentedtree.nodes Computes the tree layout.
indentedtree.links Returns edge positions.
Table (4.1) APIs for the indented tree drawings
With these APIs, Web application developers only need to write a few lines to draw
indented trees and embed them in their Web pages. The code snippet in Listing 1 provides
a showcase for drawing a simple indented tree.
Line 2 creates an instance of indented tree. Then in Line 3 the size of the tree drawing
is specified. The positioning algorithm is invoked in Line 6, and tree nodes’ horizontal and
vertical coordinates are returned. The positions of tree edges are computed by pairing parent
nodes and child nodes in Line 8. Once the position of tree nodes and edges are specified,
then other D3 drawing routines can be used to draw the indented tree. Fig. 4.5 shows an
example of the indented level-based tree drawing created with my new APIs. Comparing
that with the traditional parsing tree in Fig. 1.5, we can see that my drawing has a wider
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aspect ratio that fits better with newer computer displays. It also places the words from left
to right for easy reading, while clearly presenting the syntactic structure of the sentence.
// Crea te a t r e e l a y o u t
va r t r e e = d3 . l a y o u t . i n d e n t e d t r e e ( ) ;
t r e e . s i z e ( [ he i gh t , w idth ] ) ;
// Compute nodes ’ p o s i t i o n s
// r oo t : i n pu t data
va r nodes = t r e e . nodes ( r oo t ) ;
// R e t r i e v e edges p o s i t i o n s
va r edges = t r e e . l i n k s ( nodes ) ;
Draw nodes and edges w i th D3 r o u t i n e s .
Listing 4.1: Sample code for drawing an indented tree
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PART 5
INTEGRATED SPATIO-TEMPORAL STORYLINE VISUALIZATION
5.1 Overview
The four basic elements: time, location, characters and context, and their combinations
are essential for storytelling. Although it is interesting that these story elements are pre-
sented in various forms in most of current storytelling visualizations, I believe that a large
portion of their work is duplicated and can be reduced with the functionality provided by
a visual storytelling platform. Also, the creation of storytelling visualization required solid
techniques from computer science, and may not be acquired by people from journalism or
other background. For example, the processing of large data set can be a great challenge for
people with little knowledge of computer science. So one of the important design goals of
my visual storytelling engine is to provide a platform for visualizing large spatial-temporal
data sets and presenting these story elements to audiences in a uniform and narrative way.
Fig. 5.1 show the architecture of my visual storytelling engine. The data processing
component can retrieve large raw data set from various data sources, clean them and trans-
form them into the uniform format that the visual storytelling engine can readily visualize.
Depending on the input data, the potential combinations of story elements include (1) time
plus characters plus context (2) location plus characters plus context (3) time plus loca-
tion plus characters plus context. The visual storytelling engine prepares three visualization
paradigms for these different story element combinations. The traditional timeline can be
used to visualize data sets with time and characters while the traditional interactive map is
quite suitable for visualizing data sets with location and characters. As to data sets with
time, location and characters, I combine an interactive map and a storygraph, and create a
new visualization paradigm for such data sets. The motivation comes from the observation
that traditional interactive maps can provide an excellent view for spatial data sets, but
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Figure (5.1) The Architecture of the Visual Storytelling Engine
they lack the ability to present the temporal information of events. On the other hand,
storygraphs are designed to explore the events at specific locations, and can be considered a
useful complement of the interactive map for visualizing spatial-temporal data sets. Context
visualization is another feature I would like to add to the visual storytelling engine. The
storytelling engine can identify the events that are geographically close to a specific event or
the events that happen in a given time frame.
In the following section, I will focus on describing the interactive map and storygraphs,
and how they are combined to visualize spatial-temporal data sets.
5.2 Interactive Map
An interactive map is a diagrammatic representation of an area of land or sea showing
physical features, cities, roads, etc, and allows audience interaction. It is a natural choice
for visualizing spatial data sets. I use Google Map as the interactive map implementation
in the visual storytelling engine, and enhance it with new functionalities as follows:
• Integrate with Google SpreadSheet and allow audiences to input and visualize their
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data sets.
• Compute the center point of the input data sets, and load Google Map and make it
center on the point.
• Allow zooming of selected region in Google Map.
• Allow the creation of a storygraph based on the selected region.
5.3 Storygraph
A storygraph is an innovative visualization paradigm I developed for spatio-temporal
data, and is applied in the storytelling engine. It consists of two parallel vertical axes similar
to the vertical axes in the parallel coordinates, along with a horizontal axis. The vertical
axes represent the location pair e.g. latitude and longitude while horizontal axis represents
time. Each location (x,y) or (latitude, longitude) is represented as a line segment referred to
as location line. Location lines are created by joining the corresponding location values on
the two vertical axes. Events occurring at the same location on different times are plotted
as markers along the location line. Figure 5.2 is an example of a storygraph. Circles on the
line represent the events that happen at the same place at different times.
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Figure (5.2) A storygraph example
The basic idea behind the storygraph is to visualize spatio-temporal or 3D data in a
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2D coordinate system. One of the major challenges in storygraph construction and other
data visualization practices is the visual clutter created due to large data set plotted on
the display with limited area [74]. The visual clutter is problematic since it can impair the
ability of data visualization to convert information. I divide the visual clutter problems into
two subproblem: point clutter problem and line crossing problem, and elaborate them and
corresponding solutions in the following sections.
5.3.1 Point Clutter
Point clutter in a storygraph results from placing much more points on vertical axes
than the number of pixels the vertical axes contain in the display. For most of the displays
on laptops or PCs, the number of pixels on vertical axes is about a thousand. Even a median
size of data set when plotted can make the axes quite crowded. This can cause two issues.
First, points on the axes become barely visible and distinguishable. Second, story lines
connecting these points twist each other. The problems can become worser if points are
permuted on axes in order to address line crossing problems. As a result, a preprocessing on
the data set is necessary. The basic idea is to merge the neighboring points into one single
point so that the issues I discussed are mitigated. Steps are as follows:
• Identify the max and min point value in the data set.
• Retrieve the number of pixels on the axis.
• According to range of point value and the number of pixels, evenly partition the range
of point value into subranges.
• Points that fall in the same subrange of point value will be plotted to the same pixel.
5.3.2 Line Crossings
Location line crossing problem is another form of visual clutter in storygraphs. As I
describe in the previous section, every location line in a storygraph stands for a unique
geographic location and markers on the same location line represent events that happen at
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the same location but at different time. Yet line crossings in a storygraph do not provide
any useful proximity information, and sometimes can be problematic since they make the
storygraph less recognizable and create confusion for readers. Given that the latitude and
longitude points are plotted on two parallel vertical axes in the ascending order, the number of
line crossings in a storygraph is equal to the number of inversion pairs in a latitude/longitude
coordinate (See Fig. 5.3). For a pair of 2D points a(x1, y1) and b(x2, y2), a and b are an
inversion pair if and only if (x1 > x2) XOR (y1 > y2) is false.
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Figure (5.3) A latitude/longitude coordinate. (a, b) is an inversion pair. (c, d) is another
inversion pair.
Another way to look at the line crossing problem is to model a storygraph into a bipartite
graph. A bipartite graph can be defined as G = (V,W,E), where V is the first disjoint node
set on one vertical axis, W is the second disjoint node set on another vertical axis and E is
the edge set connecting nodes in V to nodes in W . If we consider the latitude points to be V
and longitude points to be W , then location lines constitute E and line crossing problem in a
storygraph is equivalent to the edge crossing problem in a bipartite graph. The basic idea for
minimizing line crossing is to permute points on one axis (level permutation problem or LPP)
or both axes (bipartite drawing problem or BDP). Although both LPP and BDP are NP-
hard in a general bipartite graph, these problems can be simplified in the storygraph context
due to two properties of latitude/longitude points. First, the original orders of two point sets
in a storygraph are numerically increasing order. Second, the identical latitude/longitude
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points are sparse. Based on these properties, my heuristics for minimizing line crossings is
as follows:
The order of points on one axis is fixed. The points on the other axis are arranged in
the same order as their adjacent points.
Suppose that every longitude point in location lines is unique, then with this heuristic
I can eliminate line crossings in O(e) time where e is the number of lines. The detailed
steps are straightforward: for each location line, locate its latitude point in the numerically
ordered axis and plot the location line horizontally. After all of the location lines are plotted,
the points on the latitude axis are sorted and the points on the longitude axis are permuted.
Since each location line is parallel to each other, the number of line crossings is zero. If some
identical longitude points do exist in the data set, then there is no polynomial algorithm that
can guarantee minimizing the number of line crossings. But the heuristics I discuss above is
still useful. For each occurrence of identical longitude points, the number of line crossings it
causes is the number of location lines between current location line and the location line in
which that longitude points firstly occurs. In Fig. 5.4, location lines (x1, y1) and (x4, y1)
share the same longitude point y1. The number of line crossings is equal to the number of
location lines between (x1, y1) and (x4, y1).
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Figure (5.4) Location lines (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y1). The number of line crossings
are two.
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5.3.3 Line Crossings after Point Merging
In the previous section, I mitigate the problem of point clutter by merging neighboring
points. This preprocessing, however, induces extra issues to the line crossing problems. As
neighboring points have merged into one point, a latitude point that originally only connect to
a longitude point may become connected to multiple longitude point, making the assumption
that identical latitude/longitude pairs are sparse in storygraphs and corresponding heuristics
invalid.
I employ the modified median heuristics [75] as a solution. The heuristics is as follows:
The order of points on one axis is fixed. Horizontally align points on the other axis to
the median points of their adjacent points.
I illustrate this heuristics with examples in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. Fig. 5.5 is the story-
graph that does not apply the heuristics. There are points x1∼x6 on the latitude axis, points
y1∼y3 on longitude axis and seven location lines. All points are plotted in the numerically
ascending order. The number of line crossings is ten. In Fig. 5.6, with the modified median
heuristics, the position of x1∼x6 on the latitude axis remain unchanged, and y1∼y3 will be
moved to the position on the longitude axis aligned to the median points of their adjacent
points on the latitude axis. For example, y1 is adjacent to x3, x5 and x6, then y1 should be
moved to position 5 on the longitude axis which is horizontally aligned to the position of x5
on the latitude axis. With the application of the modified median heuristics, the number of
line crossings is reduced to two.
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Figure (5.5) Layout of the storygraph without reduceing line crossings
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Figure (5.6) Layout of the storygraph after reduceing line crossings
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PART 6
TENNIS MATCH VISUALIZATION
6.1 Overview
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Figure (6.1) The Architecture of TennisMatchViz
TennisMatchViz is a tennis match visualization system that takes as the input a web
page containing live commentary of a tennis match, parses it and presents the tennis match
visually to audiences. As shown in Figure 6.1, TennisMatchViz is designed as a Web appli-
cation and can be divided into two parts: server-side system and browser-side system. The
server-side system establishes a tennis associated knowledge base by collecting information
from sports websites. This knowledge base also includes history tennis commentaries which
are crucial to the parsing of live tennis commentary. After this setup, the commentary parse
is ready to accept a tennis web page, extract match associated information, parse comments,
understand the match progress, and repackaging and transferring data objects describing
the match to the visualization engine in the browser-side system. The visualization engine
is responsible for displaying the tennis match to users. Its interaction with user is achieved
with help of the interaction component. The interaction component accepts questions from
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users, have them parsed by the question parser in the server-side system which then issues
commands to instruct the visualization engine to update the visualization accordingly.
The following sections will describe data processing and data visualization in more
details.
6.2 Data Preparation
We obtain tennis match data primarily from two sources. On one hand, we crawl
tennis match data from sports websites by analyzing the webpages that live blog the tennis
matches, and reading match data directly from Web servers. On the other hand, we leverage
point-by-point match data in the Match Charting Project [76]. These two data sources are
inter-complemental since none of these data sources can provide complete set of tennis match
data. The data from the first data source contains more subjective information, but is less
formatted. The interpretation of such data depend on the accuracy of our algorithm. The
data from the second data source comes from a group of tennis enthusiast charting on tennis
match videos. These data is well formatted, and more accurate.
6.2.1 Crawl Tennis Match Data from Sports Websites
Live blogging of tennis matches on sports websites usually consists of a set of records.
Each record contains three parts: a comment which expresses the opinion of the commentator
towards a specific point, a current scoreboard (sets, games, points) and a timestamp. There
can be multiple records for one single point. These records are easy for human beings to
read and understand, and hard for computers to process. In order to effectively manage,
understand and visualize this tennis match information, we need to transform the flat data
into hierarchical data objects. Firstly, according to the tennis scoring system, a set of
hierarchical data objects (match, set, game, point) are constructed. Then for each record,
we parse the score board information it contains, determine which (set, game, point) this
record is made for, and populate the data objects with the record. Below we will discuss
some important detail for implementing this transformation.
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• Not all the records contain useful information. Some of them contains commercial
ads or other pictorial information. We need to preprocess these records, and remove
unrelated records.
• The scoreboard changes only when a score is made. For the record that tracks the
score, we can easily parse its scoreboard information and process it. But for other
records made for the same point, their scoreboard information does not include the
score, and is not correct. Our algorithm needs to identify these records, retrieve the
comments in these records and store them in the proper data objects.
• Records may have different scoring rules and format for deuce points and points in
tiebreak game.
• As records are input impromptu by commentators, typos are possible. The strategy
we use to catch these typos and correct them if possible is based on the assumption
that the order of records is in accordance with the progress of the match. If there is
an abrupt change between the scoreboards of two successive records, it is likely that a
typo is in the records. We can fix some of the typos, but lacks enough information for
other typos. This is the limitation of our system.
Once we extract comments for each point, next step is to understand these commends
and see what actions players have performed. The full understanding of arbitrary text is the
ongoing research in the field of natural language understanding or computational semantics,
and is traditionally considered to be a difficult problem. The current solution replies heavily
on human-annotated text and sophisticated machine learning methods, but still can not
achieve a satisfactory result. In our case, however, tennis comments text is a small subset of
human language in terms of vocabulary and syntactic structure. With some tricks, we can
grasp the key meaning out of them and provide data for tennis match visualization.
One important observation on the tennis comments is that many of sentences share the
same structures. For example,
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Murray fires a forehand over the baseline.
Federer fires a forehand over the baseline.
The above two sentences describe two different players making the same actions. These
sentences are almost the same except that the subjects of the sentences are different. We
have seen plenty of similar patterns in the tennis commentary and we believe that some
sports websites use templates for their tennis live commentary. Based on this observation,
we come up with an algorithm for training and understanding the tennis comments. The
basic idea is to identify these patterns in the templates by computing common strings in the
history comments and annotate them, and then use these annotated patterns to parse the
new comments. The outlines of the algorithm is as follows:
1. Collect a certain number of tennis commentaries from the same sport website. Extract
the comments from records in the commentaries.
2. Replace player names with the same string.
3. For each pair of comments, find the longest common string.
4. Count the frequency of longest common strings.
5. Sort these longest common strings according to their frequency.
6. Annotate these common strings with high frequency.
7. For a new comment, parse it by checking if it contains any annotated strings.
For completeness, we briefly discuss the algorithm for computing longest common string
of two strings. Let us suppose we have two strings X and Y with a length of m and n. For
any suffixes of X and Y , their longest common string has the following optimal substructure
property:
LCS(i, j) =

0 X[i]! = Y [j]
LCS(i + 1, j + 1) + 1 X[i] = Y [j]
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Where i and j are the starting index of the suffixes in X and Y , respectively.
Therefore, we can create a m ∗ n table and use dynamic programming to compute the
common string of any pair of suffixes of X and Y , and select the longest one.
6.2.2 Obtain tennis match data from a match charting project
Another way of obtaining tennis match data is to download the match data from the
match charting project. The project is carried on by a group of tennis enthusiasts, and aims
to provide more accurate tennis match data. These tennis match data are generated by tennis
enthusiasts watching and charting on the video of such match. The project has predefined
a set of signs to help describe shots in the match. Our parser program can understand
these signs and thus understand how each shot is performed. Comparing to crawling data
from sports websites, this method can provide more accurate data. However, The amount
of tennis match data available in this project is limited.
6.3 Data Visualization
After the data processing step, processed tennis match data will be delivered to the
browser and presented visually to audiences. The main goal of our visualization engine is
to develop a general front-end framework for tennis match data visualization. We primarily
classify the tennis match data into two categories: basic data and technical detail data.
Basic data include the number of sets in the match, the number of games in each set, the
scores in each games and the duration for each game and each set. Technical detail data
contain information describing the tennis match from different perspectives. The following
listing shows a subset of technical detail data that audiences are interested in.
• Serve (ace, fault, double fault)
• Ground strokes (forehand topspin, backhand topspin, forehand slice, backhand slice)
• Net game (volley, smash)
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• Specialty shots (lob, dropshot, passing shot, half volley, swing volley)
• Errors (forced, unforced),
• Rally length.
Basic data are visualized with a “non-traditional” table with one row denoting a set of
tennis games. Each row is equipped with a Cartesian coordinate system, whose horizontal
and vertical axis stand for the time of the games and the scores, respectively. A chart
consisting of circles and lines is used to represent a game. Each player and his associated
data are assigned a color. The colored circles in the chart represent the scores of players
at every point. When the pointer hover over these circles, the associated comments will be
popped up and displayed to audiences. Circles with same color are connected to form lines
to show the trend of the game. These lines can provide a straightforward view to audiences
on how the games are carried out. For example, in close games these lines will alternately
grow. Charts are assigned background colors which are similar to that of players who win
the games. The width of the chart is proportional to the duration of the game, and offers
another aspect of game information to audiences.
6.4 Interaction
In comparison, technical detail data is harder to be visualized and shown to audiences.
First of all, we can not show all the technical detail data to audiences in one visualization.
They contain too much information and can easily confuse audiences. Secondly, in many
cases, the audiences do not wish to understand the whole data set. They may want to filter
these data, and retrieve what interest them most. For example, they may just want to see
the double faults that one player performs in a certain set. Thirdly, it is more meaningful
that the selected technical detail data can be visualized alone with the basic data.
We come up with the concept of “visualization on demand”. The idea is similar to that
of Question-Answering in the field of Natural Language Processing. Nowadays, many famous
products like Apple Siri, Google Now, Microsoft Cortana are based on Question-Answering
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technology, and are able to communicate with human being in a more user-friendly way.
They take a user question as input, parse it, carry out the semantic search based on the
parsed query and output results to users. Visualization on demand operates in the similar
way, but instead of conducing semantic search, it produces a visualization that meets users’
need.
The visualization on demand is implemented with the collaboration of the visualization
engine, the interaction component and question parser. The interaction component can
accept questions from users. These questions are parsed, and commands are produced and
issued to the visualization engine. The visualization engine reads the commands and selects
the proper technical detail data to update the visualization.
Figure (6.2) The Original Web Page of the Tennis Match Between Novak Djokovic and Stan
Wawrinka (in Chinese)
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Figure (6.3) The TennisMatchViz Visualization for the Tennis Match Between Novak
Djokovic and Stan Wawrinka
6.5 Implementation
TennisMatchViz is based on the browser-server architecture and can be divided into a
sever-side system and a browser-side system. The server-side system is implemented with
Java Servlet and Google Json library and is running in the Tomcat Web server. The browser-
side system is implemented with Javascript and Javascript library such as D3.js, JQuery and
JQuery UI.
6.6 Case Study
To demonstrate the use of our system, we will visualize the man single finals between
Novak Djokovic and Stan Wawrinka in ATP France Open 2015. The live commentary is from
a famous Chinese sports website sports.sina.com.cn. One reason for collecting data from Sina
Sports is that it has been providing tennis match live commentary service for a long time,
and have hundreds of tennis matches data available to the public. This is convenient and
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Figure (6.4) The TennisMatchViz Visualization in Response to A User Question about Aces
useful for building our knowledge base. Other reason is its comments follow a fixed pattern,
making it possible for our program to retrieve information from these comments. Although
these comments are written in Chinese, we can translate them into English in the human-
annotation stage.
Figure 6.2 shows the original Web page for the match. The lower-left corner is the
commentary area where the latest comments are popped up regularly. If users go to the
interface of our system which is a web page, they can see a “OPEN” button at the lower-
right corner of the page. Click it, type in the address of the tennis web site in the pop-up
window, and submit it, a visualization page for the match will be presented to the users
(See Figure 6.3). The lower panel of the page contains a search box which can enable users’
interaction with TennisVis. For example, if a user submit a question like “How many Aces
have been served in the first two sets?”, Figure 6.4 is the returning visualization which shows
the user the ACEs in the first two set of the match. Figure 6.5 is another visualization in
response to the question “How many Volleys have been hit?”.
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Figure (6.5) The TennisMatchViz Visualization in Response to A User Question about volleys
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PART 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, I showcased a Web-based text visualization program for Corpus-
based English language learning and teaching called Text X-Ray. Students can use Text
X-Ray to explore a corpus for language usage patterns. They can also compare their own
work with similar articles in a corpus. A teacher can use Text X-Ray for corpus-based lan-
guage teaching. She can also use Text X-Ray to analyze a corpus of her students’ writings.
For example, she can also compare her students’ works with another corpus of students’
writings.The main difference between Text X-Ray and other corpus tools is the text visual-
ization interface. The text visualizations allow users to quickly examine a corpus at multiple
levels of detail. Users can quickly see the complexity of texts by comparing sentence length,
sentence grammar tree, word length, word frequency, and part of speech (POS) distribu-
tion. These visualizations, combined with traditional linguistic analysis, give users a more
complete picture of the texts. Text visualization is rarely used corpus tools and this work
is an attempt to fill this gap. In the near future, we plan to enhance Text X-ray with more
features, such as a concordancer and better filtering functions. We are also experimenting
with new techniques for visualizing text complexity.
A new indented level-based tree drawing algorithm is also discussed in this dissertation.
This is a modified Reingold and Tilford algorithm that satisfies a new aesthetic rule – make
the tree fit the wider aspect ratio of the newer computer display while preserving the order
of the leaf nodes in a sentence. This is motivated by the need of visualizing parse trees
in a text visualization application. The new algorithm creates a parse tree drawing that
makes optimal use of the space while maintaining the word order for easy reading. The new
algorithm also solves the problems of line crossings for tidy presentation. This tree drawing
algorithm is a useful complement to the traditional level-based tree drawing algorithms. In
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addition to drawing parse trees, it can be applied to any tree structure where the leaf nodes
need to be horizontally sorted.
I also presented a new storyline visualization method that focuses on presenting the
time, location, character, and context dimensions of a narrative. There are two main contri-
butions. The first is a novel visualization technique called Storygraph that presents temporal
and spatial information in one view. Storygraph allows users to look for patterns across the
temporal and spatial dimensions, something very difficult to do in other types of visualiza-
tions. However, Storygraph often suffers from cluttering and excessive line crossings when
dealing with big data sets. The second contribution is a new heuristic method to reduce
cluttering and line crossings in Storygraph. This feature, combined with a synchronized
map view, makes it much easier for users to conduct spatio-temporal data analysis. The
current system works well with structured and semi-structured data. In the future, we plan
to continue improving Storygraph with better layout algorithm for spatial data. We are also
looking into methods to use unstructured texts as input.
Finally, I presented a new visualization technique for presenting tennis match statistics
and live comments. Retrieving data automatically from tennis match live blogging Web sites,
this visualization is designed as a supplement to live tennis match coverage. It provides a
quick overview of a tennis match statistics but can also provide many details on demand.
While existing tennis data visualizations focus on post-match analysis, my visualization is
the first to feature automatic data retrieval and live visual broadcasting. All the basic match
statistics are presented in a series of mini-timelines. The concise form is particularly suitable
for mobile devices. Users can interact with the visualization by typing a question. In the
future, I plan to enhance our program with better natural language processing capabilities
as well as the ability to integrate data from multiple sources.
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